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Digital Handwriting

Handy Utilities

The Logitech® io2™ Digital Pen converts handwriting (print or cursive)
into digital text and also
drawings for use in notes,
Word documents, and
e-mails. The latest version of the io2 has
improved handwriting
recognition, the pen is
smaller than earlier versions, and the cost has
been reduced. The system
is composed of the pen
and its USB-connected
stand, smart paper from
Anoto, and software that
includes the handwriting
recognition and ioTags.
The pen charges in the
same stand used to sync
it to your PC. The pen
learns to recognize your
handwriting, and there’s
an initial training session
that helps shorten the
recognition time when
you upload files. The
smart paper has a nearly
invisible pattern of dots
that maps the pen movement for both words and
drawings. Drawings can
be saved in a number of

TechSmith Corp.’s latest
version of SnagIt, v. 8, is a
complete screen capture
utility that lets you capture anything on your
screen and then share it in
the form of prints, e-mail,
instant messages, and on
the Web, or you can just
save your snapshots in any
one of 23 file formats.
There are 40 options for
captures from the entire
screen, regions, objects,
and even scrolling regions
or Active Windows. You
can also capture video
that’s playing on the entire
screen or in windows or
regions. The captures can
be edited by cropping,
adjusting color, and
adding edge effects, text
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Logitech io2 Digital Pen

formats, including BMP,
JPEG, PNG, Gif, Tiff, and
EMF. The ioTags feature
lets you send text or
drawings directly to MS
Outlook, Word, OneNote,
and Lotus Notes. Other email formats supported
are MS Hotmail, Eudora,
and Netscape. You mark
the text you want opened
into Tasks, Calendar, or email with a letter and a
line drawn down to mark
the specific text. The pen
will hold 40 pages of
notes in its memory, and
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files are stored on the
computer in an io2 program that permits word
searches that will find all
the io documents that
contain the word or
words sought. The ballpoint refills are replaceable, and the Anoto paper
used by the system is
available in tablets, spiral
notebooks, hard-bound
journals, and even Postit® notes. For more information, see this month’s
Tech Forum and visit
www.logitech.com.

SnagIt Screen Capture

Tech Forum

Paper’s Back ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ O.K., SO MAYBE IT’S TIME TO ADMIT that the paperless

what we metaphorically refer to as a tablet today. Five or

office is, and always was, a chimera—an illusion, a fabrica-

six pounds of circuitry resting in your lap that lets you

tion of digital politics and marketing. And, no, that doesn’t

write on its glass screen until its battery dies. A real

mean we’ll be returning to the age of the ink-stained

tablet, on the other hand, is something you drop on the

wretch of the last century. It just means that, with the

table next to your coffee as you settle down into your

admission, we can now take a wider, more realistic view of

chair. Unlike the high-tech counterfeit, it will keep working

the cubicle and the technology we try to cram into it.

as long as there’s ink in your ballpoint or lead in your pencil. And if the idea of writing on glass (or plastic) strikes

Misdirections

you as a little peculiar, you have plenty of company. The

The idea that paper should be avoided has produced

first bad reaction experienced by “screen writers” goes

some curious inventions. Think about the tablet, or, rather,

back to the first Apple Newtons, and the discomfort concontinued on next page

boxes, drop shadows,
arrows, sticky notes, and
more. You can even add
Flash hotspots with popups that appear when
your mouse hovers over a
region. New features in
version 8 include interactive screenshots that preserve active links in the
captured image, vectorbased editing, a new interface that streamlines
workflow, and Adobe PDF
output. The under-$40
utility is available as a
download from www.tech
smith.com/snagit.asp.

Lumifier FLX

There’s a free trial as well
as a corporate edition
described on the site.
The Lumifier™ FLX®
combines a desk light and
hands-free magnifier. The
footprint of the base is
small but weighted to stay
in place, and there’s no
cord to limit its placement
on a desktop. Three LED
lights emit a soft blue light
that focuses under the
optical-grade 3X magnifying lens for those printouts of 8- or 10-point
columns of figures or text.
The entire appliance is
covered in soft rubber,
making it easier to adjust
and to silently move
around. The flexible neck
can be raised or lowered
and twisted in any direction and has enough
weight in its base to hold
almost any position. The
Lumifier runs on four AA

batteries and has an
average life of 30
hours’ burn time.
You can also get an
optional AC adapter
if you don’t mind the
wire. The LED lights
are rated to last
100,000 hours.
www.zelco.com

CP Technologies HDD
Enclosure Case

Smart Salvage
What do you do with your
laptop when it dies?
Depending on what
caused its demise, there
are a couple of salvageable
parts you should consider.
You might not want the
removable 3.5" floppy
drive, but if the hard drive
is still O.K., it not only
will convert nicely to a
mobile storage device, but
it also has files and programs you might still need
or want. Even if it’s a
modest 8GB or 10GB, just
imagine how many of

those thumb drives you
have hanging around your
neck it will replace. The
hard aluminum case from
CP Technologies Platinum Series of HDD Enclosure Cases measures
only 3 ✕ 5 1/4 ✕ 5/8 inches
high for the 2.5" drives,
and there are other models for 3.5" drives. It has
its own soft case, and the
USB connection supports
plug-and-play for Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP,
and Mac OS 9.X and
above. Visit www.cptech
usa.com for details.
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where it is at every moment. Make

tinues today with the aversion pro-

an upswing for the loop in an “l,”

ducing such odd contortions as

and it plots the movement to recre-

thumb typing.

ate your handwriting on the comput-

With some applied lateral thinking,

er screen exactly as it appears on

two innovative companies recently

the paper page. Because of the

released tablet-based writing sys-

information on the Anoto paper,

tems that manage to use real paper

even after the original writing file is

and also are digital. Logitech’s io2

uploaded and no longer in the pen’s

Digital Writing System was premiered

memory, you can go back to a previ-

in March at CeBIT in Hannover, Ger-

ous page and make some changes,

many, and Adesso announced its

and the next time the pen is

CyberPad last fall. We’ll look at the

docked, it will send those marks to

io2 this month and the Adesso pad

whole pages). In other words, the

the correct archived page. It saw

in a future issue.

pen would have to know where it was

dots that identified the page and

on the line and on the page to prop-

put them in the correct page file.

Reshaping Paper

erly organize the data it would send

When laptop manufacturers looked

to the computer. And it had to do

don’t notice them unless you practi-

at the universal preferred input sys-

that without a brain.

cally put your nose on the page.

tem (handwriting), they decided:

Think of what you do when you

The dots are small enough so you

Anoto paper looks like most other

Let’s put the paper into a computer.

handwrite anything. You start, you

lined paper except with a slightly

The result—a tablet that’s more like

pause, you write, you stop. And you

bluish-gray cast. Ironically, while you

a slab than a pad. Logitech (the

jump in and out of different loca-

don’t notice the dots, the pen doesn’t

mouse people) said: Let’s put the

tions whenever you go back to a pre-

see the ballpoint ink tracks you’re

computer inside the pen and keep

vious sentence or paragraph to

watching—it’s tracking the movement

the paper. It can watch what we’re

cross out a line or add something in

among coordinates mapped on the

writing on the tablet, and then it can

the margin. You remember a name

paper.

transfer what it saw to the computer,

or date and return to fill in the area

there to be translated into type and

you purposely left blank on the pre-

it’s easy to get distracted by how the

saved as script. The Logitech io2

vious page. How is a camera possi-

io2 does what it does rather than

pen sends the notes, e-mails, and

bly going to keep track of all these

appreciating what it is. But after car-

drawings that it sees through its

positions?

rying around just the pen for a cou-

USB-connected pen stand. The

Well, how about putting a tracking

If you have any geek in you at all,

ple of weeks, it begins to dawn on

entire system has only two parts

system on each page? Maybe

you that this slightly oversized ball-

and weighs about four ounces, and

something like the pattern of pixels

point is a word processor, e-mail

you need only carry around half of it

that exists on a computer screen?

appliance, and drawing system weigh-

(the pen).

Your computer knows exactly where

ing no more than a couple of ounces.

to place every black, white, or color

But, then, isn’t the ballpoint next to

an engineering problem to solve in

pixel on its screen because it can

it, clipped to the same pocket, also a

order to get the idea off the ground.

mathematically plot each location. A

word processor, e-mail appliance, and

The technology existed for a sub-

similar kind of technology is used in

drawing system? Yes it is, and that’s

miniature camera, and memory small

Anoto paper designed by a Swedish

half the explanation for the persis-

enough to fit in the pen also was

Company in Lund. You can visit the

tence of paper as a technology. The

available. But handwriting is com-

website at www.anotofunctionality.com

difference becomes apparent when

posed of continuous lines that are

for a complete explanation, but

you get back home. Put the io2 in its

connected in separated patterns

here’s how it basically works. An

stand, and what you wrote opens

(words) that stretch out in linear

ingenious system of numbered dots

e-mails, docs, and drawings on your

fashion (sentences) in an overall ver-

is printed on each sheet of paper

desktop, ready for the printer or

tical arrangement (paragraphs and

so that the io2 pen knows exactly

Internet.

Great basic concept, but there was
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